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About This Game

Experience the mind bending power of single player cooperation.

Project Temporality is a third person action/puzzle game built around the concept of allowing the player to play with time.
Thanks to our proprietary engine Sparta 3D we make the fourth dimension as available as the other three. Just as with a VCR

you can rewind time or fast-forward through it seamlessly.

Combining this and our time line concept you will solve mind-bending puzzles, by giving yourself a helping hand. Any time you
need a friend, you can be that friend. Create a new timeline at any time/any place there are no restrictions. This game is all

about giving you full freedom in four dimensions.

Solve puzzles involving lasers, mirrors, force fields, trap doors, platforms, keys etc. Exploit time to do the impossible. Explore
the world and see into the mind of its people. We hope that you will enjoy the result of our years of evenings and weekends.
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Contains 6-14 hours of gameplay.

Key Features

4D Gameplay 
 The fourth dimension Time is as accessible to you as the other three since at any time you can rewind to any earlier
point in time, to find that perfect moment for you. No more frustrating replays performing the same sequence over and
over again. Just rewind and fix.

Single Player Cooperation 
This is the key part of the game. You can exist in many parallel timelines using time clones. It means that every time you
need a friend's help in the game, you can be that friend. You can spawn a new time clone at any position and time in the
game, and once you create a new one it’s there forever.

Multiple true timelines 
Time clones will continue to perform the actions you recorded. They are, however, still a part of the game world, and if
you change the game world the end result will also change.

Temporality fielded objects 
A temporality fielded object is an object that won’t be affected by your time manipulations, because it is inside a field
that cancels out all timelines except the original one.

The Paradox Effect 
 Combining the true timelines with the temporality fielding allows us to create paradox based puzzles where one single
timelines performs multiple different actions depending from where in time it is viewed. Mathematically every
temporality fielded object increases the number of dimensions with one which is what allows the paradox effect.
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Title: Project Temporality
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Defrost Games
Publisher:
Defrost Games
Release Date: 20 May, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Processor: Intel Pentium Dual-Core E2180@2.0 GHz or AMD Athlon64 X2 3800 + @ 2.0 GHz

Memory: 2048 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD3000

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 600 MB available space

Additional Notes: Requires windows media player for music. The graphichs card needs to be DX10 Compatible but can run
using DX9.

English
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Amazing controls and satisfying gameplay! 5\/7 would definitely recommend. It's got a neat player progression along with good
balance and close-to-nill learning curve.. so apparently this game is supposed to take you about 30 mins (maybe 2 hours? was
there a bugfix?) to complete

it took me 10 hours

your "get achievements" button literally does not work as intended. Full of PETA propaganda that have no relation to the game's
premise whatsoever. I played this with a child and I did not expect all the disturbing stories by simply going up to talk to NPC's.
Uninstalled after a few minutes of trying it out. There are way better games with this style of gameplay.. Alright, so I like many
others here was skeptical at first of this dlc and I almost ignored it based on the reviews but after finally getting it to give it a try
I want to set a few things straight.
Firstly: The bootleg rifle can get up to a 100 stability. I am unsure what all of these apes are doing to
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 that up but whatever.
Secondly: Despite the fairly low accuracy, I can still hit and even kill high level enemies (Tans, and even death wish cops) with
relative ease.
All in all I see no issue with the rifle. That being said, Its kind of a mid ground weapon. Other weapons feel more specialized
while this one sort of tries to be a lot in one. I can easily see it being practical as compared to other established weapons but in
all honesty will probably likely go back to my svd until it gets a buff or two.

The knife is badass. I have a butterfly knife in real life and love the thing to death. Its actually why I decided to give this a spin
in the first place.

The Perk Deck is not really my thing and it sounds sort of underwhelming at the moment but I am sure it'll see buffs.

The character is pretty cool. I like the looks of the character and all that but the voice is kind of high pitched. Like, really high
pitched. I'll probably remain on Bodhi but she'll probably be my new second or third pick.

This community has to be the most toxic group of cry babies I have ever seen. Make sure to dig around in the positive reviews
and not just let the hater reviews bring you down.. I cant even play it and ive just bought a new laptop. Great game for couch
coop. Filled our "castle crashers void" perfectly.. I usually like the Choice of Games\/Hosted Games style of choose-your-own-
adventure games, but I could barely bring myself into the second chapter of this one. It's a painfully generic fantasy world piled
high with cliches and irritating characters. The dialogue is uninteresting at best, and the "what gender are you" choice is
rendered as a question about whether you just got smacked in the balls or the breasts (and I'm relatively sure the game actually
does describe a female MC as having "sensitive teats" which is a really weird thing to read). The writing switches between being
dull and uncomfortable, and in the end I was tasked with deciding whether I should try to tough it out to the end, or write this
review and uninstall a half-finished game.
I think I made the right choice.
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Serving cake and beer to our daddy, Jack. And killin' stuff too in the proces. It's one epic party.

----

Seriously, it's not a bad DLC, but am not sure about it being 14$ (Unless you just had the SP as I do).

Daughters at least gives a good insight of how it all began at the Baker residence, but I don't know why this just couldn't have
been part of the game as a bonus unlockable or something is beyond me.

21 I found to be pretty dull. Didn't see the point of it, we all knew Lucas is a psycho.

Jack's 55th birthday is where this DLC is at. The goofy party music and Jack's dialogue is totally worth it and at least has a little
variaion and challenges to complete courses in certan time frames to get unlocks to help you further but in a way it makes you
have to be a bit choosy on what you take.

----

All in all, it's a decent DLC pack. If you don't have it yet, let the price drop on it a bit.. Best space RTS I have ever played.
Period.. The direction controls for combat on this are frustrating; they leave you vulnerable and often facing away from your
target. The jump and climb mechanic isn't very fluid and requires you to spend a second up against the location before it can
trigger. The missions follow a pattern of get a MacGuffin needed to get access to the other MacGuffin you needed to get past
the level. I lost interest after about 20 minutes.. F1 Race Stars is incredibly shallow. For your full price you get a grand total of
seven tracks with very little variation outside of them. It's a very fun splitscreen experience... that's better suited for a console.
F1 Race Stars took plenty of chances but they didn't pay off and for full price you're going to be playing a flawed game that
could have been more fun. This is made worse by the fact that the online is dead and the game has trouble reading multiple
controllers at times. If you have four guys who'd like to play it and can get it really cheap on a sale, I'd say it could be worth a
look at, but F1 Race Stars doesn't do anything for anyone outside of that small, situational demographic and that's just
dissapointing.. If you can't pay for the Limited Edition of Nekojishi then buy this. It's also a good product and I love the OST so
much

Likulau=PERFECTION. It is OK- just feels bland.
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